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nominations have now been decided:
Choral

HMC902013/14 
TELEMANN Brockes-Passion 

AAM-Berlin/René Jacobs

Chamber
HMX2962030 

HAYDN String Quartets  Jerusalem Quartet

Instrumental
GLOSSA GCD920410 

ABEL The Drexel Manuscript Paolo Pandolfo

Vocal
Signum Classics SIGCD155 

LISZT ABROAD 
Rebecca  Evans, Andrew Kennedy, I. Burnside

Opera
Mariinsky MAR0502 

SHOSTAKOVICH The Nose 
Mariinsky Theatre / Gergiev 

  

C598091B
Irmgard Seefried
Lieder: Previously unissued 
recordings 1943-1952. 
Irmgard Seefried (soprano); 
Viktor Graef (piano); 

RECORDING OF THE MONTH 
AVSA9873 
The Forgotten Kingdom: 
The Albigensian Crusade.
Hespèrion XXI, 
La Capella Reial de Catalunya / 
Jordi Savall

LSO0689 
Richard Strauss 
Eine Alpensinfonie
London Symphony Orchestra / 
Bernard Haitink 

DCD34023 
JohnTaverner 
Sacred Choral Music
The Choir of St Mary's Cathedral 
Edinburgh / Duncan Ferguson 
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hmc902059
Barcode: 794881943821
NORMAL PRICE CD 

J.S. BACH

Sonatas & Partitas for solo violin
Partita II in D minor BWV 1004, Sonata in C major BWV 1005, Partita 
III in E major BWV 1006

Isabelle Faust (violin)

Isabelle Faust has gone back to the original manuscript 
sources to offer us her version of a masterpiece of the 
violin repertoire. In Bach’s time, music for solo instru-
ments was still little explored territory, and his sonatas, 
partitas and suites immediately established themselves 
as a benchmark, technically challenging and brimming 
with creativity.
Isabelle’s previous recording was our best selling title 
over the Christmas period. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
hmc902025/27 beethoven complete violin sonatas 
bbc music magazine chamber choice
sunday times classical cd of the week *****
observer cd of the week
independent on sunday outstanding
classic fm magazine *****
hi-fi news record of the month
thestrad recommends
gramophone critics’ choice
sunday times top 100 albums of 2009
cd review favourite cds of 2009
independent on sunday best of 2009

“These are the most stimulating and fascinating accounts of the Beethoven violin 
sonatas I have heard in many years…these stimulating performances demand to be 
heard.” chamber choice, bbc music magazine, october 2009 *****/*****

“Outstanding, and essential listening.” 
cd of the week, the observer, 27 september 2009

“A triumph of probing musicianship that sets new standards in the digital era.”
classic fm magazine, november 2009 *****

“a remarkable set of recordings: Beethoven’s music can be tragic, elegiac, profound, but it can also 
make you want to clap for joy, and here these two have the heart of it.” thestrad recommends

CONCERTS: 
14th April Symphony Hall, Birmingham
16th April Forum Theatr Malvern
17th April Symphony Hall, Birmingham
25th August Snape Maltings
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HMC901959 
Barcode: 794881943722
NORMAL PRICE CD 

W.A. MOZART

Symphonies 39 & 40

Freiburger Barockorchester / 
René Jacobs (conductor) 

After a decade immersed in the great Mozart Operas 
(to universal critical acclaim) René Jacobs returns to the 
late symphonies with his outstanding Freiburg 
Baroque. As with his previous recordings, his unique 
approach to these works from an operatic 
perspective brings new life to these scores, particularly 
in terms of phrasing and the clarity of texture. 
In his own words:
"A lot of people think period instrument 
performance means everything fast. I stick very 
much to the drama and the delivery of speech. I 
know that, say, Mozart's own tempi were faster than 
what is now usual, but, on the other hand, there are 
also moments when time must stand still." 

“There is simply one word for Jacobs’ musical 
direction – enchanting.” The Independent

“Mr. Jacobs, more than anyone else, blows 
away the prim domesticity of our classical 
music world, and shows us past centuries as 
they really might have been.” 
The Wall Street Journal

“René Jacobs’s Mozart opera series [is] one 
of the recorded marvels of our time”
James Jolly, Gramophone, February 2009

ALSO AVAILABLE:  
hmc902013/14 telemann brockes passion
nominated for a bbc music magazine award 2010 
bbc music magazine disc of the month
sunday times classical cd of the week
times classical cd of the week
independent on sunday outstanding
irr outstanding
times classical album of the year
independent on sunday best of 2009

"Buy this, and you’ll have an Easter to remember, a roaring 
new masterpiece and one of the year’s top CDs...
a significant addition to the Telemann discography." 
the guardian
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The Mozart Discography:  
HMC901964/66 
Don Giovanni
Gramophone Recording of the Month
Classic FM Magazine 
Disc of the Month
Classic FM Disc of the Week
Daily Telegraph 
Classical CD of the Week
Times Album of 2007

HMD9809013 Don Giovanni Bluray  
HMD9909013/14 Don Giovanni DVD 
CD Review Disc of the Week

HMC901818/20 
The Marriage of Figaro
GRAMOPHONE RECORD OF THE YEAR
Classic FM CD of the Week
Radio 3 CD of the Week
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
Classical CD of the Week, 
The Guardian
Classical CD of the Week, The Observer
CD of the Week, The Daily Telegraph
Classical CD of the Week, The Sunday 
Times
Classic FM Magazine Very Best of 2004
Guardian Records of the Year
The Times – Best of the year’s releases
Financial Times Music of 2004-12-23 
Sunday Times Records of the Year
Sunday Telegraph Records of the Year
The Week’s CD of the Year
The 100 Greatest Recordings, The 
Gramophone

HMC901923/24 
La Clemenza di Tito
*****, The Guardian
*****, The Independent on Sunday
*****, The Evening Standard
Classical CD of the Week, The Sunday 
Times
Disc of the Month, Opera magazine
*****/*****, BBC Music Magazine
Top Choice, Building a Library, BBC 
Radio 3
Classical Collection, Daily Telegraph

HMC901663/65 
Così fan tutte
BBC Music Magazine Best CDs of 1999
Sunday Telegraph Records of the Year
Sunday Times Classical CD of the Week
100 Classical albums you must hear, 
Sunday Telegraph

HMC902036/38 
Idomeneo
Daily Telegraph 
Classical CD of the Week
Times Classical CD of the Week
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
Classic FM CD of the Week 
Irish Times *****

ALSO AVAILABLE:
HMC901958 
Mozart Symphonies 38 'Prague' 
& 41 'Jupiter' 
Freiburger Barockorchester / 
René Jacobs (conductor) 
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HMU907523 
Barcode: 093046752323 
NORMAL PRICE CD 

MR CORELLI IN LONDON
La Follia & Sonatas Op.5 Concerto arrangements by Geminiani 

Maurice Steger (recorder); 
The English Concert / Laurence Cummings

Recorder virtuoso Maurice Steger, deftly assisted by The 
English Concert and Laurence Cummings, performs a 
sparkling program of concertos fashioned by the English 
adherents of Arcangelo Corelli from the Italian master’s 
visionary Violin Sonatas, Op.5. 
London around 1730: Although he never set foot on 
English soil and his compositions were already half a 
century old, Corelli was the absolute darling of London’s 
society. The musicians close to Handel soon realised that 
they were far more likely to succeed if they incorporated 
Corelli’s themes as opposed to only performing their own 
works. Variations on Corelli and new versions of his older 
pieces were soon de rigeur. Over the course of the next 
few years, Corelli’s violin sonatas Opus 5 were comple-
mented by large numbers of virtuoso adaptations. This 
music corresponded perfectly to the musical taste of the 
times and although originally composed for the violin, 
the sonatas were soon performed in almost every 
conceivable instrumentation.
In today’s popular music, it’s called a cover version; back 
then it was standard practice. Well-known melodies are 
used and adapted to the player’s technical abilities and 
the prevailing trends of the times.
Francesco Geminiani, James Paisible, Pietro Castrucci, 
John Loeillet, William Babell and Robert Valentine are 
just a few composers who adapted Corelli’s music and 
through variations, ornamentations and orchestrations 
left their mark on the originals. Francesco Geminiani’s 
orchestral version of the Opus 5 sonatas serves as the 
basis for Maurice Steger’s current project. The recorder 
soloist uses this beautiful fabric of sound to perform the 
original variations, which survived as handwritten sheet 
music. They come to life as wonderful lyrical or virtuoso 
adaptations that sometimes test the boundaries of what 
is technically possible. 

exclusive preview of this album: 
http://www.corelliproject.eu/homeen.html

CONCERT: 7th July Wigmore Hall 
this repertoire 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
hmc901917 telemann music for recorder 

“Steger’s playing is 
astonishing...
The ensemble is 
most definitely on 
top form, the 
recording is 
perfect” IRR

hmc905266 sammartini recorder sonatas 

“Steger’s recorder-
playing... One 
could almost call 
him the Roger 
Federer of the 
recorder.” IRR  

hmc902024 venezia 1625 
“The brilliant Swiss 
recorder player 
Maurice Steger 
draws on his 
dazzling virtuosity, 
his zephyr-like 
timbre and his 
range of expression 
to vivify a corpus of 
music that has so 
far remained 
relatively 
unexplored.” 

CLASSICAL CD OF THE WEEK, 
Daily Telegraph*****
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HMU907548 
Barcode:  093046754822 
NORMAL PRICE CD 

Marco dall’AQUILA 
Pieces for Lute 
Ricercars 2-6, 13, 15, 17- 20, 26, 
La Cara Cossa nos.1-6, 10, 11, Fantasias 7, 9, 27, 28, 
Saltarello ‘La Traditora’ nos.1, 2 & 3,  Pioverin, 
Il Marchese di Saluzzo, Fantasia (28), Pomo, Pavana, Piva, 
Tocha tocha la canella, Carnalesca, 
Donne impresteme il vostro burato da buratare la mia farina;  
JANEQUIN La Battaglia, Nous bergiers; JOSQUIN Plus nulz regrets, 
In te Domine speravi; PASSEREAU Il est bel et bon; 
ROUSEE La Rosée du moys de may; SERMISY C’est à grand tort 

Paul O’Dette (lute) 
6-course lute by Paul Thomson, London, 1984, after Magno 
Tieffenbrucker, c. 1550; 6-course alto lute by Grant Tomlinson, 
Vancouver, 1997, after Italian models

Star lutenist Paul O’Dette turns his focus on Marco dall’Aquila, a composer of remarkable individuality and 
creativity. In the lute’s transition from late-medieval style into fully formed Renaissance idiom, Marco was a 
pivotal figure and his trademark style brisé influenced the development of instrumental music for the next 
200 years. 

“If the lute could be said to have a star performer, then Paul O'Dette must surely be it. He's the most 
sought-after lute performer at music festivals round the world, his recordings are always showered 
with awards, and he has a virtuoso touch and musical intelligence that I've rarely seen matched.” 
the daily telegraph

"Nestled at the foot of the Gran Sasso, in the rugged Apennines northeast of Rome, lies the picturesque 
medieval city of L’Aquila. In 1569, the city commissioned a series of triumphal arches decorated with 
portraits of the most important citizens of L’Aquila in honor of the arrival of Margaret of Austria, who 
claimed governorship over the region. Two musicians were included among the most celebrated natives, 
Serafino Aquilano, the famous song stylist and lutenist of the late 15th-century, and the lute virtuoso Marco 
dall’Aquila (c.1480-1544). 
Marco appears to have spent most of his professional career in Venice. In 1505, he obtained a privilege from 
the Venetian Signoria to publish lute music, but Ottaviano Petrucci seems to have objected and Marco’s 
publication apparently never appeared but is now housed in the Bavarian State Library, Munich Mus Ms. 
266.
The pieces included here represent a selection from Munich 266, as well as the three works included in 
Casteliono’s print, arranged into sets alternating Ricercars or Fantasias with intabulations and dances as 
suggested by various 16th-century sources. The dances have also been arranged into suites, either 
involving variations of the same dance, or groups of dances of different meters and characters. Although 
not all of these works are attributed to Marco in the manuscript, they are all contained in a single fascicle in 
which the anonymous works are wedged in between works bearing Marco’s name. 
At 3:32 am on April 6, 2009, a powerful earthquake struck L’Aquila, destroying much of the historic town 
center and many of the beautiful medieval villages that surround the city. The producers and I originally 
planned to make this recording in L’Aquila, but when this proved impossible, we chose a medieval church 
near Capestrano, 45 kilometers south of L’Aquila. Shortly before our arrival it was discovered the church had 
also sustained structural damage and required immediate repairs. At the last minute, the Castello  
Piccolomini in Capestrano was kindly made available to us by the mayor, Antonio D’Alfonso. While the 
acoustics of the Castello are perhaps more reverberant than one is accustomed to hearing on lute 
recordings it is nevertheless a venerable edifice that Marco may well have known, and it lends a special air of 
historical presence to the sound. 
This recording is dedicated to the victims of the earthquake, those kind and brave Aquilani whose richly 
distinctive culture has nourished my exploration of Marco’s music for the past decade."
Paul O’Dette, Capestrano, (AQ), 3 August 2009
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HMU907492 
Barcode:  093046749224
NORMAL PRICE CD 

GERSHWIN BY GROFÉ: 
SYMPHONIC JAZZ
Rhapsody in Blue
(original 'jazz band' 1924 version made by Grofé from the piano 
part as Gershwin composed) , 
I got Rhythm Variations for Piano & Orchestra 
(original orchestration), 
Yankee Doodle Blues (two versions, the second on a 1909 Edison 
Fireside phonograph using a wax cylinder and acoustic horn!), 
The Man I Love (1st recording of this arrangement), 
That Certain Feeling, Somebody Loves Me, Sweet and Low-down, 
I'll Build a Stairway to Paradise, Fascinating Rhythm, Summertime

Lincoln Mayorga (piano); 
Al Gallodoro (alto saxophone, clarinet, bass clarinet)
Harmonie Ensemble/New York
Steven Richman (conductor)

In this swinging set of ‘symphonic jazz’, Steve Richman and the Harmonie Ensemble/New York recreate the 
original orchestrations made by Ferde Grofé for the Paul Whiteman Orchestra. The programme features 
Gershwin’s immortal Rhapsody in Blue (with soloist Lincoln Mayorga and legendary reedman Al Gallodoro), 
the I Got Rhythm Variations, and a selection of George’s Broadway tunes, including Summertime in a 
beautiful reading by Al and Lincoln. Not to be missed is the acoustic (!) version of The Yankee Doodle Blues 
which the HE/NY recorded on a wax cylinder using a 1909 Edison Fireside phonograph. 

“richman’s spot-on sense of pacing, balance and emphasis guarantee that every grofé-conjured 
utterance receives discerning and shapely animation. the ensemble and solo playing likely would 
bowl over both the composer and whiteman.” gramophone

We are delighted to have with us on this recording the legendary 
alto saxophone / clarinet / bass clarinet virtuoso Al Gallodoro. 
Featured soloist with the Paul Whiteman Orchestra from 1936 to
1965, Al Gallodoro was known as the ‘King of the Saxophone’; 
indeed, no less an authority than bandleader Jimmy Dorsey hailed 
him as ‘the best saxophone player who ever lived’. 
Born in Chicago, Al Gallodoro spent his childhood years in New
Orleans. Based in New York City for much of a career that spanned an 
unbelievable nine decades, he performed with, among many others, 
the Isham Jones Orchestra, the Rudy Vallee Orchestra, and the NBC 
Symphony under Arturo Toscanini. He also appeared as soloist in 
the movies Rhapsody in Blue and Strike up the Band. Al Gallodoro 
showed another side of his musicianship in a classic recording of the 
Brahms Clarinet Quintet. Sadly, he passed away on 4 October 2008, 
ninety-five years young, active till the end, performing jazz in his 
hometown of Oneonta, New York, and throughout New England. 
The last of a golden-age generation of music-making, he was one of 
the true greats as an artist and as a man. We trust that this recording 
will help perpetuate his timeless legacy.
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2054619 
Barcode: 880242546197

MID PRICE DVD 
NTSC 4:3, PCM Stereo

Region code: 0
Booklet notes: English, German, French

Languages (Bonus): English, German, French
Running time: 44 mins (Performance) 

+57 mins (Bonus)
FSK: 0

CLASSIC ARCHIVE: Yehudi Menuhin
Yehudi Menuhin (violin);  Adolph Baller (piano); 
Symphony Orchestra of Hollywood / 
Antal Doráti (conductor)
Recorded at Charlie Chaplin Studios, 1947

Concert Magic, which premiered in San Francisco in 1947, 
was the first motion picture concert in film history (Con-
cert Magic Item No. 2054158). In addition, many short 
films were made to fill the space between the traditional 
double features. They were also often used as encores 
when enthusiastic audiences demanded them. Among 
these encores is an especially valuable rarity, the violin 
concerto of Felix Mendelssohn. The length (ca. 25 min-
utes) prevented it from inclusion in the film.
This footage shows Menuhin’s very first recorded performance of Mendelssohn`s violin concerto and 
other encores. Even music specialists are unaware of the existence of this previously unreleased material!
• Bonus: A Violinist in Hollywood + On the Encores – Yehudi Menuhin in conversation with Humphrey 
Burton. Exactly 50 years after the creation of the film in 1997, Yehudi Menuhin and Humphrey Burton, 
director of a number of Bernstein concerts and an expert on and biographer of Menuhin, view the film in 
front of cameras.
Menuhin comments on his playing technique, speaks about the origin of the film and reminisces about 
events which transpired at the time of the film. His reactions and comments about the pieces are very 
personal.

As far as I know nothing like Concert Magic has ever appeared on the screen before – Yet noth-
ing could be at once simpler and more sensational.” Saturday Night, March 1949

“Camera angles and lighting perpetuate interest to the eye where ordinarily the only sustained 
interest would be to the ear.” Variety, October 1948

Classic Archive: 
3052318 Michelangeli
3078048 Weissenberg
3078528 Fricsay
3078538 Golden Age
3078548 Rubinstein
3078578 French Piano School

3085208 Richter
3085228 Itzhak Perlman
3085238 Pierre Boulez
3085268 Schwarzkopf
3085278 Rozhdestvensky
3085288 Cziffra & co
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2058048
Barcode: 880242 580481
NORMAL DVD PRICE
NTSC 16:9, PCM Stereo, DD 5.1, DTS 5.1
Region code: 0
Languages: English, German, French
Running time: 58 mins (Documentary) + 71 mins (Performance)
FSK: 0

PIERRE BOULEZ 
AND THE LUCERNE FESTIVAL ACADEMY
‘Inheriting the Future of Music’ documentary;
Bonus Concert: DEBUSSY Jeux • BOULEZ Notations & Répons

The Lucerne Festival Academy Orchestra / 
Pierre Boulez (conductor)
filmed in Lucerne, Paris & Baden, August 2007 - September 2009

Pierre Boulez celebrates his 85th birthday on  26th 
March 2010. This documentary adopts the 
perspective of the Lucerne participants to explain why 
the summer academy is so special. It is stamped with  
the personality of its founder, Pierre Boulez, who has 
uniquely influenced the development of new music 
since the War.
Lucerne Festival Academy offers an opportunity to 
observe Boulez’ methods and examine his thoughts 
on music.
Bonus: a complete Concert of Debussy’s Jeux and 
Boulez’ own Notations & Répons recorded live at the 
KKL Lucerne, September 2009

"The achievement of Boulez, both as a composer 
and conductor, is very great indeed. Although 
personally antipathetic to his modernist pioneering 
spirit, I have been seduced time and again by the 
sounds that he produces. I remember particularly 
the unfolding of Pli Selon Pli at its first performance, 
stemming as it does from the French tradition, as 
indeed does all his music.”
John Tavener, The Guardian

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
2050146 Boulez Conducts Modern Classics
2054418 Mahler Symphony No. 2 / Boulez
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MAR0504 
Barcode: 822231850427

2 HYBRID SACDS 
104pp booklet in slipcase

Notes in Rusian, English, French and German
libretto in Russian with English translation

Sung in Russian

Rodion SHCHEDRIN 

The Enchanted Wanderer
Little Humpbacked Horse (Four Fragments); Naughty Limericks
Sergei Aleksashkin, Kristina Kapustinskaya, Evgeny Akimov;
Mariinsky Orchestra & Chorus / Valery Gergiev
DSD recording, Mariinsky Concert Hall, St Petersburg, July 2008

Following works by Shostakovich and Tchaikovksy, the Mariinsky label turns to music by one of Russia’s 
greatest living composers for its fourth release.
Shchedrin’s ‘concert opera’ The Enchanted Wanderer was premièred in New York in 2002 and did not receive 
its Russian premiere until 2007. However it has rapidly entered the Mariinsky Theatre’s repertory both in St 
Petersburg and on tour. Based on a story by the 19th-century Russian author Nikolai Leskov, the opera is 
steeped in Russian folklore and beliefs.
The release also features four fragments from Shchedrin’s 1955 ballet score The Little Humpbacked Horse and 
his 1963 Concerto for Orchestra Naughty Limericks.

Gergiev tours to Japan with Mariinsky Orchestra in November and December before visiting Italy with the 
LSO and conducting in London. The Mariinsky and Gergiev will tour around Europe in early 2010 before 
travelling to the US and Canada where Gergiev will also conduct The Nose at the Metropolitan Opera in New 
York during March.
Future Mariinsky releases will include Shostakovich’s Eleventh Symphony followed by the label’s most 
ambitious release to date, Wagner’s Parsifal starring René Pape, Violeta Urmana and Gary Lehman.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
mar0501 shostakovich the nose
Disc of The Month BBC Music Magazine 

mar0503 tchaikovsky 1812 overture, 
moscow cantata, marche slave ...
mar0502 shostakovich symphonies 1 & 15
Performance ***** Sound *****
BBC Music Magazine

mar0505 rachmaninov piano concerto no 3, 
rhapsody on a theme of paganini
denis matsuev (piano)
“As one might expect from someone hailed 
as Horowitz’s successor, Matsuev holds that 
most titanic of piano concertos in a 
passionate embrace, Importantly, for all his 
physical power and energy, he never makes 
a hard sound. There’s commensurately sym-
pathetic playing from the Mariinsky, who also 
match Matsuev’s deft, vibrant musicianship in 
the brittler Rhapsody.” The Times
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SIGCD193 
Barcode: 635212019320
MID PRICE CD 

Hector BERLIOZ

Symphonie Fantastique Op.14; 
BEETHOVEN Leonore Overture No.2 Op.72b
The Philharmonia Orchestra / Esa-Pekka Salonen

The Philharmonia Orchestra’s 2nd disc with Principal 
Conductor and Artistic Advisor Esa-Pekka Salonen, 
shifts dramatically in tone from the first, exploring 
Berlioz’s evocative sonic dream Symphonie 
Fantastique, alongside Beethoven’s Leonore Overture. 
Since September 2008 Salonen has been Principal 
Conductor and Artistic Advisor of the Philharmonia 
Orchestra. In his first season in this role he devised 
and led City of Dreams, a nine-month exploration 
of the music and culture of Vienna between 1900 
and 1935. The project, which presents the music of 
Mahler, Schoenberg, Zemlinsky and Berg in its social 
and historical context, has travelled to 18 cities across 
Europe, culminating in semi-staged performances of 
Berg’s Wozzeck, with Simon Keenlyside in the title role, 
in October 2009. 
Other highlights of the 2009/10 season with the 
Philharmonia Orchestra include the UK première of 
Magnus Lindberg’s new choral work GRAFFITI, and 
touring throughout Europe and Japan.
This disc follows their critically praised recording of 
Schoenberg’s Gurrelieder issued last year.  

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
sigcd173 schoenberg gurrelieder 
"Sometimes less is not more. More is exhilarating. ... the music-making 
was superb ... And what terrific soloists!" The Times

“The opening songs have a featherweight transparency, the interludes 
a natural fluency … and the choral climax transmits a properly ecstatic, 
pantheistic glow” Financial Times

“Salonen cracks into Schoenberg’s stacked layers of activity and 
strikingly schizophrenic mood shifts, revealing clarity and sonic 
grandeur. His soloists are top-notch too. Essential listening.” 
Classic FM Magazine

• CONCERT: 10th June Royal Festival Hall Salonen conducts Symphonie Fantastique
• The Philharmonia collects its bus pass this year with a 65th Gala concert on March 30th
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SIGCD194
Barcode: 635212019429

NORMAL PRICE CD

Dmitri SHOSTAKOVICH 
Symphony No. 7 Op. 60 ‘Leningrad’
St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra / 
Yuri Temirkanov

The St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra’s second 
disc with Signum taps into the core of their Russian 
heritage. 
Shostakovich’s Seventh Symphony was composed 
and dedicated to the city of Leningrad (now St 
Petersburg), and although officially a response to the 
German invasion of 1941 it has been accepted by 
listeners around the world as a universal response of 
resistance to totalitarianism. 
Led by their musical director and chief conductor Yuri 
Temirkanov, the orchestra brings this sense of union 
and defiance to life in an exhilarating live 
performace. These new recordings have been made 
possible thanks to the recent refurbishment of their 
home concert venue, the Grand Philharmonic Hall, 
allowing many of us to hear for the first time the 
excitement of the Philharmonic’s performances in their 
resident city of St Petersburg.

The orchestra moved like a single unit, swelling and 
surging, natural rubato raising tension, 
pacing and placing impeccably judged.” 
The Independent

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
sigcd184 verdi requiem 
Giannattasio; Simeoni; Timchenko; Colombara; Mikhailovsky Theatre 
Chorus; St Petersburg Philh/ Temirkanov

“This is a full-blooded performance of Verdi’s late work … 
Full marks for passion” The Telegraph
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GCD920916 
Barcode: 8 424562 00916 5
3 CDS 
Booklet: English Français Deutsch Español 
Italiano

Claudio MONTEVERDI et al
Il Nerone, ossia

L’incoronazione di Poppea
Naples manuscript version

Emanuela Galli (Poppea); Roberta Mameli 
(Nerone); Josè Maria Lo Monaco (Ottone); Xenia 
Meijer (Ottavia); Ian Honeyman (Arnalta); Raffaele 
Costantini (Seneca); 
La Venexiana / Claudio Cavina (direction)
Recorded in the Church of San Carlo, Modena, September 2009

ALSO AVAILABLE:  
ges920913-e monteverdi l’orfeo
Gramophone Award Winner
Top Recommendation, Building a Library, BBC Radio 3

“Cavina’s wonderful account goes straight to the top of the list of 
recommended recordings.  Do not miss it.”  
editor’s choice, gramophone, November 2007

CONCERTS: Lufthansa Festival 13th & 14th May
Monteverdi Vespers, St John's Smith Square

This recording from La Venexiana unchains those passions stirred originally with the arrival of one of the 
most dazzling masterworks of Baroque musical theatre: Il Nerone, ossia L’incoronazione di Poppea. For a long 
time attributed only to the exceptional talents of Claudio Monteverdi, today this opera is considered 
additionally to be the result of the combined contributions of various composers over a period of time, 
among them being Francesco Cavalli, Benedetto Ferrari and Francesco Sacrati.
Following directly after a recent La Venexiana staged production, Glossa and the ensemble of Claudio 
Cavina present here a highly-charged reading of the art of Monteverdi and his heritage, as transmitted by 
him and through composers after him – an art which created, enlivened and ultimately completely changed 
the musical world of their times.
Back in September 2008 Claudio Cavina of La Venexiana received a second Gramophone Award when their 
recording of Montevedi's L'Orfeo was voted by the UK magazine's critics as the winner in the Baroque Vocal 
category. This year at the Midem Classical Awards in January it was another recording from that extensive 
Glossa Monteverdi series, the Quinto libro dei madrigali, which received an accolade in the Early Music 
category. 
La Venexiana has now completed its survey of all nine books of madrigals and is turning its attention to 
other areas of Monteverdi’s output. The group received its first Gramophone Award in 2001 for of Gesualdo's 
Il quarto libro di madrigali.The strengths of the Italian ensemble in this repertoire owe much to their innate 
understanding of their native language.
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2 CD digipack

J.S. BACH
Mass in B minor BWV 232
Dorothee Mields, Johannette Zomer (sopranos); 
Patrick van Goethem (alto); Jan Kobow (tenor); 
Peter Kooij (bass); Cappella Amsterdam; 
Orchestra of the 18th Century /
 Frans Brüggen (direction)
Recorded live  Warsaw (Lutoslawski Radio Studio),  March 2009

20 years after the Orchestra of the 18th Century’s first 
engagement on tour with Bach’s Mass in B minor, a 
work which has for so long captivated the inquiring 
mind and interpretative insight of Frans Brüggen, a 
new tour was conceived through which to provide a 
fresh view of the piece. Setting down a recorded view 
during tours has always been key to this orchestra’s 
musical expression and last year the opportunity was 
taken at an exciting concert in the Polish capital of 
Warsaw: a city and a country with whom director and 
orchestra have long and treasured memories.
Accompanying the CD set is a booklet essay from 
David Vickers which provides a scholarly and 
eminently-readable account of the social as well as 
the musical background to the composition of the 
individual parts of a piece whose unity has provided 
the world with one of its greatest works of musical art.
This new recording is more than a 20th anniversary 
celebration, reflecting as it does Frans Brüggen’s 
lifelong desire to understand and project the work of 
J.S. Bach.
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2 CDS FOR 1½ 
BOOKLET INCUDES FULL LIBRETTO: Eng/FR

G.F. HANDEL

Judas Maccabaeus      
Soledad de la Rosa (soprano);
Mariana Rewerski (mezzo-soprano); 
Fabián Schofrin (counter-tenor); 
Makoto Sakurada (tenor);
Alejandro Meerapfel (baritone); 
Étienne Debaisieux (bass); Chœur de Chambre de Namur; 
Ensemble Les Agrémens / 
Leonardo García Alarcón
recorded in the abbatial church of Ambronay, 26/9/2009, 
Ambronay Festival

Judas Maccabaeus, one of the most popular (and lucrative) oratorios of Handel's career, in the first 
new complete recording for 15 years, marking the 5th anniversary of the Ambronay label and from 
the 30th year of the Festival. 
Composed to celebrate an English victory, Judas Maccabaeus, combines celebration and scenes of 
hope, national aspiration and vocal jubilation. This sumptuous oratorio, packed full of ‘patriotic hits’, 
is given here a complete recording which incorporates the artistic and musicological developments 
of the past 15 years. Leonardo García Alarcón invests this new score with an abundance of delicate 
and generous emotion, and a very Italian baroque voice. This live double album marks the 
beginning of a promising new partnership between the Namur Chamber Choir, Ambronay and the 
young Argentinian conductor with a "breathtaking" talent (Télérama).
www.ambronay.org

“To imagine a German musician surrounded by Italian soloists, an 
English choir and French dance musicians, in order to celebrate 
freedom through that of the Jewish people, is a real pleasure for 
the soul. This richness, born out of diversity, has led to an artistic 
result which is neither uniform nor homogenous, but deeply 
baroque; the baroque being above all the art of the confrontation 
of cultures, the richness of variatio and the exploration of 
contradictory and opposing modes of expression.” 
Leonardo García Alarcón
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TRAVELOGUES OF ITALY
HANDEL Concerto No. 3 in G minor HWV287; 
Mi palpita il cor HWV132; Delirio Amoroso HWV99; 
CORELLI Sonata No. 6 in A major Op. 5; 
SCARLATTI Da sventura a sventura (1690);
Toccata in D minor (1723)

Susanne Rydén [soprano]; 
Die Freitagsakademie: 
Katharina Suske [oboe, recorder]; Hélène Schmitt [violin]; 
Vitaly Shestakov [violin]; Lorenz Hasler [viola]; Bernhard 
Maurer [violoncello]; Jan Krigovsky [violone]; 
Jörg-Andreas Bötticher [harpsichord]; 
Jonathan Rubin [lute]
Recorded at Klosterkirche Beinwil, Switzerland, 
September 5 - 7 2009

Winter & Winter's first audio production with the 
Freitagsakademie and soprano Susanne Rydén 
presents Handel in Italy, combining his works with 
compositions by Corelli and Scarlatti. 
Handel's successful career in England was based on 
the reputation he gained as a composer and musician 
during his travels through Italy. At the age of 21 he had 
already established himself as a successful opera 
composer in Hamburg, before he journeyed to Italy in 
late 1706. He passed through Florence, Rome, Naples 
and Venice where he met and performed with Italy's 
composer elite: Arcangelo Corelli, Antonio Lotti, 
Alessandro and Domenico Scarlatti.
The Swedish soloist Susanne Rydén is one of Europe's 
sucessful sopranos specialising in early music. Her love 
and understanding of the colourful Baroque repertoire 
has led her to work with internationally acclaimed 
ensembles and conductors, recent concert seasons 
having included Bach's Christmas Oratorio with 
Nicholas McGegan and the Philharmonia Baroque 
Orchestra in San Fransisco, the St. Matthew Passion 
with the Nederlandse Bachvereiniging, a programme of 
Handel with Harry Bicket and the Royal 
Philharmonic Orchestra in Stockholm, Haydn's Creation 
with the Kölner Akademie, Handel's Messiah with the 
Bach Collegium Japan under Masaaki Suzuki, concerts 
with Lars Ulrik Mortensen and Concerto Copenhagen, 
Mozart Concert Arias with the Australian Brandenburg 
Baroque Orchestra and Paul Dyer, and European tours 
with Emma Kirkby as well as Collegium Vocale and 
Philippe Herreweghe. Recently she was the soloist at 
the 2009 Nobel Banquet in Stockholm.

"The Swedish soprano Susanne Rydén 
captivated her audience. The singer's 

enchanting presentation of the programme 
proved an exemplary demonstration of how 

to keep an audience eating out of one's 
hands." Goldberg

ALSO AVAILABLE BY SUSANNE RYDÉN:
910078-2 seventeenth century christmas eve
“Sweden’s classiest export in the early-music 

field.”  Andrew Clark, Opera

WINTER & WINTER
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WORLD PREMIERE RECORDINGS

Mátyás SEIBER (1905–60)

String Quartets Nos 1-3
Edinburgh Quartet: 
Charles Mutter (violin); Philip Burrin (violin); 
Michael Beeston (viola); Mark Bailey (cello)

Mátyás Seiber’s three string quartets span his career, 
from the astonishingly assured student essay of the 
first quartet, composed at the age of just 18, to the 
mature synthesis of his third and final Quartetto Lirico.
Seiber’s work was nourished by several of the 20th-
century’s most significant stylistic trends, from jazz 
and serialism to the folk music of his native Hungary. 
He was also, like many of the mid-century’s most im-
portant artists, an émigré and an influential teacher; 
Hugh Wood’s booklet essay pays tribute to his lasting 
influence on a generation of British composers.

The Edinburgh Quartet was founded in 1959 when 
Sidney Newman, then Reid Professor of Music at 
Edinburgh University, invited Miles Baster to return 
from New York's Juilliard School of Music to establish 
a professional quartet based in the City of Edinburgh. 
Previously the New Edinburgh Quartet had filled this 
role, and their cellist Ian Hampton (son of Griller 
Quartet cellist Colin Hampton) remained in Edinburgh 
to provide a link between the two ensembles.
Now celebrating its 50th anniversary and with a 
distinguished international profile, the Edinburgh 
Quartet is Scotland's premier string quartet. Resident 
at the Ian Tomlin School of Music, Edinburgh Napier 
University and at the University of Glasgow, it is one 
of the UK's longest-established university-based 
professional quartets and is Scotland's only full-time 
chamber ensemble. 

"The Edinburgh Quartet has never played 
better… scorchingly focused performances." 
The Herald

ALSO AVAILABLE ON DELPHIAN: 
dcd34038 the cold dancer 
Contemporary String Quartets from Scotland
“a bright sound with a ring of steel around it 
that is ideal for modern music” Daily Telegraph
dcd34069 miracles the music of edward harper
“Harper's gift for direct expression, uncluttered 
by fashion or obscurantist technique, was 
heard at its best here” The Times
dcd34055 robert crawford
“Beautifully-crafted music” The Herald

concerts: 
19 february  queen’s hall edinburgh, 7.30 pm 
50th anniversary gala concert 
25th february cowdray hall aberdeen
5th march  Kilmardinny house glasgow
23rd march  edinburgh university lunchtime 
concert
31st march  canongate Kirk, edinburgh
6th may  cowdray hall aberdeen
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SUPERBUDGET CD 

PREMIER PRIX
MOZART Twelve Variations on ‘Ah, vous dirai-je Maman’  
K265/300e Ksenija Sidorova (accordion)
JOLIVET Chant de Linos Adam Walker (flute); John Reid (piano)
ENESCU Légende Huw Morgan (trumpet); Robin Davis (piano)
DEBUSSY Première rhapsodie 
Anna Hashimoto (clarinet); Jacob Barnes (piano)
DUBOIS Sonatine-Tango 
Karen Geoghegan (bassoon); Chris Hopkins (piano)
WIENIAWSKI Légende 
Jaroslaw Nadrzycki (violin); Tadashi Imai (piano)
DUTILLEUX Oboe Sonata 
Suzanne Thorn (oboe); Albina Stulpinaite (piano)
RAVEL ‘Scarbo’ from Gaspard de la nuit 
Mariangela Vacatello (piano)
BAADSVIK Fnugg Sasha Koushk-Jalali (tuba)

The Royal Academy of Music celebrates the virtuoso with this disc inspired by the Paris Conservatoire's 
ultimate accolade. The core of the disc is music commissioned by the Conservatoire: a clutch of 
masterpieces from near the turn of the 20th -century by Debussy and Enescu, mid-century competition 
set-pieces by Jolivet and Dutilleux and a late example of the genre by Dubois. The cream of recent Academy 
students also explore changing conceptions of virtuosity in France over a longer period with works by 
Mozart, Wieniawski and Ravel, and the disc closes with Baasvik’s remarkable solo tuba piece Fnugg. 
The disc features performances by some of the most exceptionally talented virtuosi to have recently 
studied at the Royal Academy of Music. Accordionist Ksenija Sidorova has already won numerous awards; 
Adam Walker was appointed Principal Flute with the London Philharmonic Orchestra at the age of 21 and 
soon afterwards became Principal Flute of the London Symphony Orchestra; Huw Morgan was the 
youngest ever winner of both the International Trumpet Guild Solo and Orchestral competitions; 
clarinettist Anna Hashimoto made her Barbican solo debut at the age of 15 and has now given numerous 
recitals of solo and chamber music at Wigmore Hall; bassoonist Karen Geoghegan made her BBC Proms 
debut in 2009 and has made several recordings with Chandos; Jaroslaw Nadrzycki won the 2009 George 
Enescu International Violin Competition and has made numerous concerto appearances; Suzie Thorn has 
been principal oboe with the National Youth Orchestra, the Britten-Pears Orchestra and the European Union 
Youth Orchestra in addition to solo performing; Mariangela Vacatello was a prizewinner at the ‘Top of the 
World’  Piano Competition 2009 and Finalist at the Van Cliburn Competition 2009, where she won the 
Worldwide Audience Award; and Sasha Koushk-Jalali has performed across Europe as Principal Tuba with 
the Mahler Youth Orchestra. The pianists Albina Stulpinaite, Tadashi Imai, John Reid, Robin Davis, Jacob 
Barnes and Chris Hopkins continue the Academy's unsurpassed tradition of the very finest accompaniment 
performances.
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SCHUMANN HARADA
SCHUMANN Fantasie Op. 17, Kreisleriana Op. 16,
Arabeske Op. 18

Hideyo Harada (piano)

Following her highly successful recordings of Grieg, 
Tchaikovsky and Rachmaninov, the Japanese pianist 
Hideyo Harada presents her third SACD with three 
key works by Schumann, celebrating the 200th 
anniversary of his birth.
In a coherent interpretation, Schumann’s works offer 
several mysteries and countless possibilities. Harada 
exhibits a highly personal and carefully considered 
reading of these romantic works, realising with 
remarkable plasticity Schumann’s pivotal concerns 
from a crucial period of his artistic development: the 
wide, quasi-narrative context including stark con-
trasts and differentiated, filigree details; the 
characteristically free flow of tempo and the clear 
contours of the complex course of his music. 
Relationships to romantic literature - Kreisleriana -  to 
the classical legacy of spacious musical design -  
Fantasie in C major - and to abstract visual art - 
Arabeske -   accentuate the open horizon under 
which Schumann saw his music between 1836 and 
1838.

SCHUMANN
 HARADA

ALSO AVAILABLE:  
audite92555 grieg lyric pieces 

"a thoroughly 
convincing and 
satisfying recital. 
Harada certainly has 
the virtuoso 
technique to 
accomplish it. Her 
poise, balance, and 
articulation are 
essentially flawless, and 

her sheer speed is often quite breathtaking.” 
Allmusic.com

audite92569 rachmaninov variations on a 
theme of corelli, tchaikovsky the seasons 

“thrills as much for its 
nuance as for its 
brilliance…The wonder-
fully warm recording 
sets the seal on a highly 
recommendable disc” 
Gramophone recom-
mends

• promotional video
• Press kit for pre-presentation
• 6 page Digipack
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2 SACDS for 1 DELUXE DIGIPACK 
booklet : English, Spanish, French,

German, Italian, Catalan

J.S. BACH

6 Brandenburg Concertos BWV1046-1051
Les Six Concerts Brandenbourgeois 
NB : the original manuscript’s title is in French

Le Concert des Nations: Fabio Biondi, Marc Hantaï, 
Pierre Hantaï, Friedemann Immer, Pedro Memelsforff, 
Alfredo Bernardini,  Paolo Grazzi, Josep Borras, 
Thomas Müller, Javier Bonnet /
Jordi Savall
Recorded in March 1991

With star-soloists including Fabio Biondi & Pierre Hantaï
this double album, recorded in 1991, is a landmark in 
Bach’s discography (as all other Bach /Savall recordings, 
by the way...). The orchestra Le Concert des Nations 
sounds richer than ever and, as you have come to 
expect from Alia Vox, this reissue is also a luxury 
masterly-remastered double digipack.
There are many other versions of the Brandenburg 
Concertos but Alia Vox would like to underline that 
Jordi Savall's recording is regarded as the best 
recording ever made.
In the December 2009 issue of the French magazine 
Classica, this album was chosen as the THE recording of 
the Brandenburg Concertos.

"Hearty, colorful, cheerful : these Brandenburg 
Concertos are real instrumental sunshine.” 
Classica December 2009

CONCERTS: 
15th May  Norwich: Jerusalem
25th August  Edinburgh: rep tbc

ALIA VOX HERITAGE TITLES: 
avsa9855 monteverdi vespers 

avsa9859 purcell fantasias for the viols, 1680
"The recordings, originally by Nicolas 

Bartholomée, have that live feel one expects 
from this source, and the instruments are 

presented with startling truthfulness in the rich 
acoustic. As is the norm with Alia Vox, the 

presentation is superb, the sumptuous 
booklet well illustrated in colour and with 

excellent and full notes by Harry Halbreich. 
Highly recommended." audad.com

avsa9860 handel water music+fireworks 
avsa9862 merula arie capricci
avsa9866  purcell - suites inc the sorceress
avsa9867 masters from the golden century
 
 
When they first appeared, these recordings 

were enthusiastically acclaimed by the 
critics and came to be regarded as 

landmark recordings in their respective 
repertoires.
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Frederic CHOPIN 
Mazurkas, Nocturnes, Polonaises...
Anne Queffelec (piano)

Anne Queffélec is among the most popular pianists of her 
generation, appreciated for the diversity of her repertoire, as 
her impressive discography testifies. In addition to the French 
repertoire, she has became particularly known for her 
performance of works by Mozart and Scarlatti. Her recordings 
include works of J.S. Bach, Scarlatti, Liszt, Chopin, Schubert, 
Mozart, Fauré and Debussy. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
mir010 handel Keyboard works 
"A total triumph and arguably Queffélec's finest album to date." Classic FM Magazine, May 2006, ***** 

“A disc to be seized with both hands.” Pianist Recommended, Pianist, February/March 2007
mir082 bach & bach transcriptions  
“a truly musical release of rare distinction.” Pianist Recommended, June/July 2009

“a finely judged recital” International Record Review, June 2009
mir104 haydn sonatas & variations

MIR089 
Barcode: 3760127220893
NORMAL PRICE CD 

CHOPIN 

Introduction & Polonaise brillante Op.3, 
Piano Trio Op.8; LISZT Tristia

Trio Chausson 
Frederic Chopin’s Polonaise Brillante, Op. 3, is one of the few 
pieces this composer ever wrote for an instrument besides 
piano. Written when he was only 19 years old, in the 
autumn of 1829, Chopin had fallen head over heels for a young 
woman in Warsaw. Unfortunately for Chopin, the love was unre-
quited. Chopin's father, in hopes of easing Chopin's heartbreak 

took his son on a week-long trip to visit the estate of Prince Radziwill, who had two beautiful young daugh-
ters. At least one of the daughters, Wanda, was a pianist. He composed the Polonaise Brillante for her to prac-
tice with her cello-playing father. Chopin wrote later to a friend that the piece was merely a salon piece to be 
enjoyed casually and that he had written it in a manner so as to show off the young 
Wanda's pretty fingers. However, he must have held it in some high regard, for he included it on a concert 
tour in 1830, dedicating it to Joseph Merk, a renowned cellist. Chopin also later added an introduction to the 
Polonaise, making the piece Introduction and Polonaise Brillante. His friend, the great cellist August Joseph 
Franchomme, helped Chopin make necessary revisions before its publication in 1833. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
mir049 chausson, ravel piano trios
mir052 schubert 'trout' quintet, piano trio no. 2 
"Delicate yet precise, thrilling but warm, it’s a cd which deserves to bring them further international 
recognition." Jane Jones, CLASSIC FM, July 08
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CHOPIN Cello Sonata Op.65; ALKAN Cello Sonata Op.47
Tatjana Vassiljeva (cello); Jean-Frederic Neuburger (piano) 
Charles-Valentin Alkan’s neglected Sonate de concert is the 
most ambitious work for cello & piano of the Romantic period. 
Alkan wrote this monumental, virtuosic piece for the great 
cellist Auguste-Joseph Franchomme.
It was for the same musician that Chopin composed at the end 
of his life his Sonata for cello and piano, a crepuscular, 
tormented work.

DSD250264 
Barcode: 794881916122

NORMAL PRICE SACD 

Dmitri SHOSTAKOVITCH 

Cello Sonata Op.40, 
Two pieces for cello & piano from the ballet suite No. 2, 
Sonata Op.147

Michal Kanka (cello); Jaromir Klepac (piano) 
A juxtaposition of a youthful, tumultuous and virtuoso sonata 
(1934), still influenced by Tchaikovsky and Miaskovsky, and his 
very last score of 5th July 1975, originally for viola, ending with 
a homage to Beethoven. Here, for the first time, it is played on 
the cello in its original tessitura. 

CAL9411 
Barcode: 7 94881 89772 8

NORMAL PRICE CD 

REICHA 
Wind Octet Op. 96, Clarinet Quintet Op. 89
L’Octuor de France
Relatively few of Reicha’s compositions were published during 
his lifetime. The works of this highly reputed teacher are 
situated at the turning point between Viennese Classicism and 
Romanticism. The deserve to be rediscovered at last.
The Octuor de France is currently the only permanent French 
ensemble of its kind. It is active in several different fields: 
classical music, contemporary music and live accompaniment 
of the great classics of the silent cinema.
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Johann Paul von WESTHOFF

Sei partite à violino 
senza basso accompagnato, 1696
Partia I in A minor, Partia II in A major, Partia III in B flat major, 
Partia IV in C major, Partia V in D minor, Partia VI in D major

Gunar Letzbor 
(violin Sebastian Klotz, bow Daniel Latour)
Recorded February 18th - 21st 2009, 
Sala della Musica di Villa San Remigio, Verbania (Italy)

After the Six Partitas (1715) of Johann Joseph Vilsmayr, Gunar Letzbor pursues his exploration of the German 
repertoire for the unaccompanied violin before Bach with the Six Partitas by Johann Paul von Westhoff.
Two details in the career of von Westhoff (1656-1705) draw our attention to him and his solo
violin suites. First, he was one of the leading violin virtuosos of his time who, in his later years, served at the 
Weimar court of Duke Johann Ernst of Saxe-Weimar along with the teenaged Johann Sebastian Bach.
Second, he is the composer of the earliest collection of suites for the unaccompanied violin, printed in 1696. 
Westhoff was therefore not only a violinist of wide renown and the first to conceive a cycle of unaccom-
panied violin suites, but also a likely inspiration for Bach’s own violin playing and his eventual sonatas and 
partitas for unaccompanied violin.

• first complete recording on period instruments

AVAILABLE AGAIN:
a316 
Barcode: 3 464858 013167
Estevan Daça - El Parnasso
El Cortesano

a310
Barcode: 3 464858 013105
Henry Purcell - Armonia Sacra and Complete 
organ music
Jill Feldman - Davitt Moroney
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D'AMOR RAGIONANDO - 
Ballate NeoStilnoviste en Italia1380-1415
LANDINI Che Chosa è quest’Amor, Giovine vagha, 
Amor c’al tuo sugetto [instrumental], Fortuna ria, 
Amor in huom gentil [instrumental; PERUGIA Serà quel zorno may;  
ZACHARIAS Ad ogne vento, Movit’a pietade [instrumental]; 
CICONIA Merçé o morte; CASERTA Più chiar che’l sol

Mala Punica: Pedro Memelsdorff (conductor & recorder); 
Kees Boeke (vielle, recorder); Svetlana Fomina (vielle); 
Christophe Deslignes (organetto); Karl-Ernst Schröder (lute); Alberto Macchini (bells); Jill Feldman (soprano); 
Giuseppe Maletto (tenor); 
Recorded 20th-24th June 1994, Eremo di Ronzano, Bologne

The critically-acclaimed ensemble Mala Punica came into the limelight by the mid-90s with three 
illustrious, multi-award winning discs on Arcana, which revolutionised the world of medieval music: Ars sub-
tilis Ytaliaca, D’Amor ragionando and En attendant. Members included Jill Feldman, Kees Boeke and Giuseppe 
Maletto, some of the most respected names in early music repertoire.
As implied by the title of the album, D’Amor ragionando (Discoursing on Love) is a collection of songs about 
love from 14th and 15th-century Italy and is centred around Francesco Landini, one of the foremost figures 
in medieval music.
Long overdue for re-release, this milestone of the Arcana catalogue, Diapason d’or of the Year in 1995, 
returns with new artwork and new packaging.

K617220/2 
Barcode: 3383510002205

2 BUDGET CDS 

CLAUDIO MONTEVERDI 

Vespro della beata Vergine
Ensemble Elyma, Coro Antonio II Verso & Madrigalia, Les 
Sacqueboutiers de Toulouse / Gabriel Garrido
Recorded Teatro Massimo Palermo 1999

“Could we have dreamt such glorious music-making was 
possible?
This version has genuine impact, and goes straight to the 
top of the list of recommended recordings.  Monteverdi, or 
the Vespers of the Blessed Garrido.” Repertoire

“...this luminous vision constitutes one of the finest chapters 
in the history of modern Monteverdi interpretation.” 
Le monde de la musique
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GOUNOD Les Sept Paroles de Notre Segneur Jésus-Christ sur la Croix
FRANCK Sept Paroles du Christ sur la Croix

Sophie Graf (soprano); Valérie Bonnard (alto); 
Valerio Contaldo, Mathias Reusser (tenors); 
Fabrice Hayoz (baritone); Luc Aeschlimann (cello); 
Laura Ermaxora (harp); Marcelo Giannini (organ); 
Ensemble Vocal de Lausanne / Michel Corboz
The world première of a new transcription for organ and 
chamber choir by noted César Franck specialist, Joris Lejeune. 
Moreover this ‘distilled’ version, in its use of concertante harp  
 and cello solos, conforms to the forces used by Franck in his  
motets and offertories. 

RIC293 
Barcode: 5400439002937
NORMAL PRICE CD 

Henri Du MONT
Cantica Sacra
O foelix Roma: Hymnus in festo SS. Apostolorum Petri et Pauli, Cantate 
Domino, Quam dilecta, Credidi propter quod locutus sum, Allemanda à 3 viol, 
Converte Domine oculos tuos super nos, O Domine Deus, Pavane à 3 viol, Ave 
gemma virginum, Laudemus Dominum, O Gloriosa Domina, 
Cantantibus organis, Allemanda gravis pro organo, Quae est ista, 
In lectulo meo, Pavane pour l'orgue, O Salutaris hostia, Panis angelicus, 
Non defrauderis, Surrexit pastor bonus (Pâques), Christus natus est (Noël)

Caroline Weynants, Nathalie Marec, Lieve van Lancker (sopranos); 
Thibaut Lenaerts (tenor); Bruno Boterf (tenor, direction); 

Philippe Favette, Jean-Marie Marchal (basses); Stéphanie de Failly (violin); Françoise Enock (bass viol); 

Freddy Eichelberger (organ); Choeur de Chambre de Namur  / Bruno Boterf
Trained in the former Prince-Bishopric of Liège not only to respect the polyphonic tradition but also to be 
open to new Italian influences, Henry Du Mont went on to become organist and composer at the church of 
Saint-Paul in Paris before becoming Maître de chapelle for Louis XIV at Versailles. Ricercar is proud to launch 
a collection of recordings dedicated to this composer of the Grand Siècle; this first recording explores the 
works that were initially composed for his city parish. The novel features present in his Cantica Sacra must 
have impressed the ears of the Parisians at the midpoint of the 17th century. In 2010, the 400th anniversary 
of Du Mont’s birth is celebrated.

ALSO AVAILABLE BY THESE ARTISTS: 
mir051 schubert mass no. 6 d950
mir028 faure - requiem / motets / messe des pecheurs
Opera & Vocal Disc of the Month, Classic FM Magazine
mir081 bach mass in b minor 
“superb…The quality of the recording is excellent. I can’t fault it: it is the 
best B minor Mass I have ever heard.  If you are thinking of buying a CD 
version, I cannot recommend this one too highly.” 
Organists’ Review
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Alpha155 
Barcode: 3 760014 191558

NORMAL PRICE CD 

Ludwig van BEETHOVEN
Piano Concertos 1 & 2
Ensemble Cristofori; 
Arthur Schoonderwoerd (fortepiano & direction) 
Anton Walter, 1800 by Paul Poletti & Gerard Truinman (1996)

This third volume completes the cycle initiated in 2004 by Arthur 
Schoonderwoerd for Alpha of Beethoven’s concertos on period 
instruments in historically informed performances. 
After having studied piano with Herman Uhlhorn and 
Alexander Warenberg in the Utrecht Music Academy, Arthur 
Schoonderwoerd received a scholarship from the Verenigde Spaarbank and from the Prins Bernhard Fonds 
which enabled him to study pianoforte with Jos van Immerseel in the Conservatoire National Supérieur 
de Musique in Paris, where he won the 1er Prix. Schoonderwoerd performs regularly as a soloist and as a 
member of several music chamber ensembles, especially the Cristofori Ensemble, playing one to a part, with 
whom he has performed in Belgium, Germany, France, Italy and the Netherlands. 

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
alpha 079 beethoven piano concertos 4 & 5
alpha 122 beethoven piano concertos 3 & 6
“I doubt that Beethoven’s orchestral writing has ever sounded quite as colourful on disc…I can only 
hope for more Beethoven from these performers…For all who have an interest in Beethoven’s orches-
tral works as living documents rather than fossilized museum pieces, this is an essential release in itself 
and holds out the promise of untold riches to come.” International Record Review

FUG563 
Barcode: 5 400439 05631

NORMAL PRICE CD 

Franz SCHUBERT

Sonatas D840 'Reliqiue' & D959

Severin von Eckardstein (Schimmel piano)

After Glazunov’s first concerto with the National Orchestra of 
Belgium and Walter Weller, Severin von Eckardstein returns to 
Fuga Libera for a solo Schubert recital. 
Eckardstein, an incredible fearless virtuoso, who also contributes 
his own booklet note, is ideally suited to the monumental D959 
and unusually gives us the Sonata No. 17, 'Reliquie', left 
unfinished in 1825 when Schubert moved on to D845.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
fug521 glazunov piano concerto no. 1, symphony no. 5 / walter weller
“a bravura performance”  BBC Music Magazine, August 2007, *****/*****
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SIGCD196 
Barcode: 635212019627
NORMAL PRICE CD 

ESPAÑA: A CHORAL POSTCARD FROM SPAIN
RODRIGO En Aranjuez con tu amor, Jo tinc un burro; ALCARAZ Xivarri; 
OLAIZOLA Aurtxoa Sehaskan; OBRADORS El Vito; LITTEL Al paño fino; 
VELEZ Volar; MONTES Negra sombra; MARTIN ¿Ondi jueron? 
BIBILONI Ton pare non te nas; MILLET El cant dels ocells; Suari Kanta; 
GOYENECHEA Riverana; BUSTO Esta tierra; CASTILLA-LEON  Nana; 
AZNAR Soy de Mieres; DURANGO Pero Grullo; YAGUE Navarra; 
SANABRIA Arrorró; GURBINDO La tarara riojana; 
BARRERA/CALLEJA Adiós, Granada; HALFFTER Epitafio de Don Quijote; 
DE FALLA  Balada de Mallorca 

Coro Cervantes / Carlos Aransay
Discover a world of Spanish music beyond the typical image of ‘sun, sand and sangria’ with this rich 
collection of choral works and arrangements that explore every corner of this charming and diverse 
country’s regions and languages. As well as celebrating the works of renowned Spanish composers such as 
Rodrigo and Falla, this disc introduces the listener to a score of less-known yet equally talented composers 
and arrangers. A must for enthusiasts and collectors of choral music.

ALSO AVAILABLE: sigcd166 yanomami – south american music 
“the group sings with exceptional purity and brings a real idiomatic sensitivity to this repertoire.” 
AllMusic.com

CAL9415 
Barcode: 7 94881 93452 2
NORMAL PRICE CD 

Heitor VILLA-LOBOS 
Works for guitar
12 Studies, 5 Preludes, Suite populaire brèsilienne, Chôros No. 1 typico

Pascal Boëls (guitar)
The guitar works of Villa-Lobos form only a small part of the 
composer’s overall output of more than a thousand works, but 
they show the three main sources of his inspiration: the 
luxuriance of his native Brazil; the music of Bach; and the 
European avant-garde, in which he had immersed himself in 
the Paris of the 1920s, with friends including Varèse, Picasso and 
many others.

STR33832 
Barcode: 8011570 338327
NORMAL PRICE CD 

GRONDONA PLAYS ASTURIAS 
A tribute to ALBENIZ 
Oriental, Asturias, Pavana-Capricho, Granada, Sevilla, Còrdoba, Càdiz, 
Torre Bermeja, Rumores Da La Caleta,  Evocaciòn, Bajo La Palmera, Castilla

Stefano Grondona (guitar)
Stefano Grondona has his first recorded version of Asturias 
within a production where the piece recovers some of the 
lustre it had when his hero Segovia was performing it on tour in 
the 1920s. He has returned to the original Segovia transcription 
and presents it alongside traditional interpretations of Albéniz’ 
music for guitar.
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WLCD0282 
Barcode: 4035122 652826

2 SUPERBUDGET CDS 

PAISIELLO – Il barbiere di Siviglia
Nicola Monti (Almaviva); Graziella Sciutti (Rosina); 
Renato Capecchi (Bartolo); Rolando Panerai (Figaro); 
Mario Petri (Basilio); Leonardo Monreale, Florindo Andreolli, 
Collegium Musicum Italicum;  I Virtuosi di Roma / 
Renato Fasano (conductor) 
Teatro Grande di Brescia 6-15/8/1959
Bonus: Fasano conducts Vivaldi
This rare recording back in the catalogue in splendid sound

WLCD0291 
Barcode: 4035122 652918

2 SUPERBUDGET CDS 

VERDI – Rigoletto
Eugenio Fernandi (Duke); Leonard Warren (Rigoletto); 
Roberta Peters (Gilda); William Wilderman (Sparafucile); 
Margaret Roggero (Maddalena); Thelma Votipka (Giovanna); 
Norman Scott (Monterone); Calvin Marsh, Gabor Carelli, 
George Cehanovsky; Orchestra & Chorus of the Met, New York / 
Fausto Cleva (conductor)  28/3/1959

WLCD0292 
Barcode 4035122 652925

2 SUPERBUDGET CDS 

SAINT-SAENS - Samson & Dalila
Rise Stevens (Dalila); RamónVinay (Samson); 
Sigurd Björling (High Priest); Norman Scott (Abimélech); 
Luben Vichey (old Hebrew); Emery Darcy, Paul Franke, 
George Cehanovsky; Orchestra & Chorus of the Met, New York / 
Fausto Cleva (conductor); 14/3/1953

WLCD0294 
Barcode 4035122 652949

2 SUPERBUDGET CDS 

WEBER – Euryanthe
Walter Kreppel (Ludwig VI); Josef Traxel (Adolar); 
Dorothea Siebert (Euryanthe); Marianne Schech (Eglantine); 
Gustav Neidlinger (Lysiart); Cologne Radio SO & Choir / 
Joseph Keilberth (conductor); Cologne December 1958 
Sung in German. Mastertape quality.
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FUG708 
Barcode: 5 400439 007086
2 CDS FOR 1½ 
Kris DEFOORT 
House of the Sleeping Beauties : Opera in three nights
Dirk Roofthooft, Katelijne Verbeke, Barbara Hannigan, Omar Ebrahim, 
Susanne Duwe, Alice Foccroulle,  Susanne Hawkins, Els Mondelaers 
Asko|Schönberg Ensemble Amsterdam / Patrick Davin
Recorded during memorable performances at the Monnaie in spring 
2009, Kris Defoort's new opera is the first in a new series from  Fuga 
Libera. Defoort trained in baroque music under Barthold Kuijken and 
Jos Van Immerseel, then in jazz and composition with Rzewski, List and 
Boesmans, and finally, he immersed himself in the New York jazz scene. 
His previous works include The Woman Who Walked into Doors – also 
commissioned by la Monnaie.

FUG707 
Barcode: 5 400439 007079
NORMAL PRICE CD 
PERCUTRONIQUE
Pierre BARTHOLOMÉE Passacaille; 
Gilles GOBERT Pièce pour deux percussionnistes et électronique; 
Philippe BOESMANS Day Dreams
Jessica Ryckewaert (bass marimba & vibraphone);
Gérald Bernard (timbales, small percussion) Jean-Marc Sullon (live electronics)
A subtle mix of high-tech electronics from the CRFMW in Liège, a 
pioneer among European studios, now 40 years old. 

FUG705 
Barcode: 5 400439 007055
NORMAL PRICE CD 
Bob VERSCHUEREN
Catalogue de Plantes
Vegetal sound works from artichoke to reed: Artichaut (Cynara scolymus); 
Bambou (Phyllostachys); Bananier (Musa); Carex (Carex); Carotte (Daucus carotta); 
Céleri (Apium graveolens); Chou (Brassica oleracea var.capitata); 
Duo d'épinettes (Picea glauca); Frêne (Fraxinus); Maïs (Zea mays); Pétasite (Petasites); 
Pin Lodgepole I (Pinus concorta); Pin Lodgepole II (Pinus concorta);
Poireau (Allium porrum); Rose (Rosa); Roseau (Phragmites communis)

Sculptor Bob Verschueren’s concept to mix the vegetal and musical 
worlds in an innovative way. Each track concerns a vegetable species 
from which the composer/interpreter derives a range of untreated 
sounds whilst manipulating various vegetables. [yes, really!] 

FUG704 
Barcode: 5 400439 007048
NORMAL PRICE CD 
VIOLIN FACES: A modern portrait of solo violin
Karl Amadeus HARTMANN Sonata No. 2; Bernd Alois ZIMMERMANN Sonata;
Luciano BERIO Sequenza VIII; Kee Yong CHONG For Another Better World

Wibert Aerts (violin)

Wibert Aerts, violinist of the Het Collectief ensemble, successfully 
tackles two classic Berio and Zimmermann pieces, a neglected 
masterpiece: the 2nd Sonata of Karl Amadeus Hartmann and the first 
recording of the Malayan composer Kee Yong Chong, recently 
championed by Peter Eötvös.   


